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Background

Einstein Atlas facilitates the design and execution of computable phenotyping and cohort-based analysis on standardized, patient-level, observational data. There are several methodologies utilized by the community to build cohorts from data derived from clinical text on OHDSI’s OMOP datasets.¹,², ³ This project describes a mechanism for researchers to build advanced cohorts using discrete data from the OMOP CDM as well as concepts derived from clinical text using an NLP engine built on cTAKES and Elastic Search.

Clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES) is an open-source natural language processing system for information extraction from EHR’s clinical free-text. The system is based on Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UMIA) framework and the OpenNLP toolkit. The components are specifically trained for the clinical domain, based on Java and can be used to identify and extract entities specific entities, relationships between those entities, part-of-speech tagging, and dependency parsing.²

Methods

We built our NLP engine using a stepwise approach. To prepare the data for processing, the first step involved obtaining the source database containing the clinical text. The data is then preprocessed by understanding the various sections within the clinical structure, such as impression, plan, and labs. Next, the cTAKES software is configured, including the integration of the UMLS and OMOP dictionaries, relation-extraction, negation and context extraction, and any other required components. The output from cTAKES and other analytic engines, along with the related metadata, is serialized as JSON-LD (JSON for Linked Data) and integrated into an Elastic Search cluster for storage.

Additional analytic engines are employed to perform tasks like named entity recognition, part-of-speech tagging, and uniform text deidentification process that uses a large language model to tag protected information in clinical text. The text body, metadata, and annotations generated by the analytic pipelines are then placed into the Elastic Search database. Finally, necessary indexing is implemented to facilitate efficient retrieval of the processed data.

A specific user experience and interaction model was developed to expose cohorts generated or shared via Atlas to the NLP engine for just-in-time querying. A versatile cohort-based query engine was developed to enable submitting complex pattern search queries or terminology-based queries to JSON-LD and free text components. This engine allows query notes within an Atlas generated cohort and to integrate the results to research baskets and/or Atlas cohorts that could be further characterized, shared, or analytically used inside the Atlas framework.

All NLP queries are stored and tracked for IRB auditing and/or sharing with other users. A specialized visualizer, browser was developed to assist with reviewing and navigating clinical documents as well as extracted metadata and query results for validation.
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Results
As of October 2023, over 134 million notes have been ingested and annotated by the NLP platform. Each note’s annotations are made available through the scalable infrastructure. Four cohort projects which required the use of clinical text were attempted as a proof of concept using the platform. Each cohort’s clinical text component was successfully completed using the NLP engine. Result lists for the queries are retrieved in microseconds, and the just-in-time deidentification of the note text is currently completed at an average rate of around 2 seconds. The deidentification is currently being optimized to distinguish between names of people and concept/medical terminology names. Research users have been able to successfully create complex cohorts using variables obtained from the clinical text.

Conclusion
The NLP engine that we developed and integrated to Atlas has provided our users the ability to build advanced cohorts using discrete data from the OMOP-CDM as well as concepts derived from the clinical text. The cTAKES and Elastic Search backend has been successfully implemented to provide extremely quick annotations and retrieval of text, most of which is completed in microseconds for real-time, highly scalable searches. The addition of LLM enabled deidentification is processed just-in-time for the research user which enables them to successfully create cohorts using highly complex queries pursuant to their needs without any preordination. IRB linking with systems such as IRIS and BRAINY allows for research users to view de-identified notes while maintaining an audit trail to protect PHI. The results of this project demonstrate the potential of integrating NLP engines to Atlas’s cohort building capabilities.
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